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Abstract— To deal with fail-operational (FO) requirements in
today’s safety-critical networked embedded systems (SCNES),
engineers have to resort to concepts such as redundancy,
monitoring, and special shutdown procedures. Hardware-based
redundancy approaches are not applicable to many embedded
systems domains (e.g., automotive systems), because of
prohibitive costs. In this scenario, adaptability concepts can be
used to fulfill these FO requirements while enabling optimized
resource utilization. However, the applicability of such concepts
highly depends on the support for the engineering during system
development. We propose an approach to cope with the
challenges of fail-operational behavior of SCNES in which
engineers are supported by design concepts for realizing safety,
reliability, and adaptability requirements through the use of
architectural patterns. The approach allows expressing FO
concepts at the software architecture level. This lowers the effort
for developing SCNES by utilizing generic patterns for general
and reoccurring mechanisms.
Keywords—reliability; adaptability; software architecture;
architectural patterns; safety; networked embedded systems

I. INTRODUCTION
The increasingly dense amount of software deployed in
today’s safety critical networked embedded systems (SCNES)
has been steadily pushing the borders on safety and reliability
of such systems. Since SCNES permeate modern life, failures
affecting these systems can cause severe damage to human
beings or to the environment. Consequently, the number of
safety and reliability requirements which SCNES have to fulfill
is becoming larger. Therefore, defining, allocating, tracing, and
enforcing these requirements are increasingly complex tasks.
For example, in the automotive industry, novel driver
assistance systems as well as the upcoming self-driving cars
usually require fail-operational (FO) behavior, i.e., the system
must remain functional even after experiencing failures.
To deal with such FO requirements, engineers have to build
on well-tried reliability concepts such as redundancy,
monitoring, and special shutdown procedures. However, these
techniques alone are not always suitable. For example, in the
automotive domain, redundancy usually adds prohibiting
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manufacturing costs due to additional hardware parts and tight
integration of hardware and software [1]. Moreover, it is hard
for engineers to obtain a clear picture of all software functions
which are simultaneously executed, in order to optimize use of
resources while realizing safety and reliability requirements.
In order to optimize the usage of resources in a resourcescarce embedded system, one can take advantage of unused
hardware resources. This can be achieved either statically, by
analyzing the system, and defining scheduling and degradation
strategies; or dynamically, by reconfiguring the activation or
deployment of software systems at runtime. The applicability
of such an approach highly depends on the support of the
methodology to include adaptability. Current design
approaches for SCNES do not support the engineer in such a
definition of adaptation concepts. A common technique in such
design approaches is the utilization of patterns, which represent
reusable design or best practice solutions to reoccurring
problems in software design. In this paper, we argue that an
approach to realize patterns using models is more suitable to
integrate FO and adaptability concerns into modern
development approaches (e.g., model-based design - MDD), in
contrast to the classic definition of patterns assuming textual
form (e.g., patterns catalogue [2]). The presented approach
takes advantage of patterns and integrates these into the
development process of SCNES. Architectural patterns are
thereby defined as meta-model extensions on the software
architectural level, where the system-wide FO and adaptive
requirements can be managed best by a designer. Thereby
engineers are supported in assuring that safety, reliability and
adaptability requirements are considered at the architecture
level, which is the first contribution of this paper. Furthermore,
as a second contribution, the approach provides a generator
which supports the conversion of the above mentioned
requirements into artifacts (i.e., modeling elements), which
either enrich the architecture or implement the modelled
pattern. This is highlighted by the application of our approach
to an automotive software system.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces architectural patterns and Section III describes the
proposed approach and supporting development methodology.
The feasibility of the approach is evaluated with case-studies of
automotive systems in Section IV. Finally, we present an
overview of related work in Section V and the conclusions and
future work in Section VI.

II. ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS
In the following we discuss groundwork of architectural
patterns with respect to fail-operational requirements in the
context of SCNES. Safety patterns or safety-critical patterns
[2] consider concepts to increase safety. In the same way,
adaptation-oriented patterns [3] consider adaptation concepts to
ensure FO requirements. Two fault-tolerant patterns are used as
application examples of our approach and are presented in
Section III and IV. They capture concepts of redundancy and
graceful degradation for SCNES. In the following, we discuss
redundancy and graceful degradation patterns.
There are different fault-tolerant patterns which explicitly
implement redundancy. They are mostly based on providing
multiple similar or equal copies of a given system or of
individual system elements, which run in parallel. The NVersion Programming (NVP) [2] [4] is conceived based on
software diversity; i.e., N (N≥2) functionally equivalent
versions of the same software are implemented by different
teams based on the same specification. Although NVP
improves reliability of software systems [5], in the context of
SCNES, it cannot guarantee that different versions,
implemented by independent teams, will not be susceptible to
the same failures [6]. Similarly to NVP, both the Homogeneous
Redundancy Pattern (HoRP) and Heterogeneous Redundancy
Pattern (HeRP) [7] provide a system with the ability to
continue in the presence of a failure by replicating elements of
the system. The Triple-Modular Redundancy Pattern (TMR)
provides likewise multiple (N=3) components replicas, which
run in parallel to protect the system against single point-offailures. It is a very common solution for achieving redundancy
and, together with the HoRP, has the advantage of low-design
but high-recurring cost. However, unlike the NVP, both the
TMR and the HoRP provide good support for failures but not
for errors [7]. The Active-Active Redundancy Pattern (AARP)
and the Active-Passive Redundancy Pattern (APRP) allow the
software versions to be designed as active or passive copies. In
this way, the AARP includes both versions being active and the
APRP has active and passive versions [8]. In SCNES, these
can be interpreted as hot- and cold-standby designs,
respectively. The chosen design depends on the system’s safety
and timing-requirements.
Concepts of graceful degradation can be captured in design
patterns as described in [9], where the State Decrement Pattern
(SDP) and the Minimum Subtrahend Pattern (MSP) are
presented. The SDP describes different aspects of a system and
how its states can be lowered in the occurrence of an error. It
contains an assessor which is responsible for deciding the new
error-free state to be loaded after a failure occurs. The MSP is
complementary to the SDP, describing one possible design for
its assessor entity. Both patterns do not consider FO
requirements, which are crucial for SCNES.

development approaches. With textual descriptions, the
information stored, for instance, in data-bases is not explicit
and cannot be straightaway transferred to software
architectures. To take advantage of patterns and integrate these
into the context of SCNES software development, this work
proposes the definition of patterns as meta-model extensions
on the architectural level. With our approach, information
concerning the recurring design as well as the involved FO
requirements is stored in patterns, at the same abstraction level
of the software architecture. It allows associating the failoperational-related strategies directly to the correspondent
software components in the architecture, facilitating and
automating its application.
A. Meta Patterns for Fail-Operational SCNES
Our representation of FO patterns at the software
architecture level enables the realization of these patterns in the
context of SCNES, where several non-functional properties
and requirements permeate the different abstraction levels of
the design process. In the automotive domain, for instance, the
system’s model-based design includes stages such as feature
modeling, functional architecture, software design and
hardware architecture, implementation, code generation, and
deployment. The knowledge transfer between these several
design phases is a challenge, especially if the information is not
properly stored. Pattern descriptions, templates and catalogues,
describe only informally the information, which cannot be
easily transferred to later phases of the development process.
Furthermore, they do not assist the engineer in earlier and more
abstract phases of the design process (e.g., when modeling the
functional architecture).
In order to overcome this independent representation of
architectural patterns, our approach proposes to represent
patterns as meta-models extensions which can be instantiated
at the software architecture level, as shown in Fig. 1. For
realizing patterns as meta-models, we define modeling levels
as presented in Fig. 2. MP2 (Meta Pattern Level 2) is the main
meta-model, or more precisely, meta-meta model. The metameta elements defined in MP2 are used to specify patterns in
the MP1. In this way, MP2 allows MP1 to specify meta-models
for each specific pattern, e.g., a meta-model for a redundancy
pattern. Finally, MP1 is instantiated to model a specific
occurrence of the pattern for a given system. These instantiated
models constitute MP0.

III. INTEGRATION OF ARCHITECTURAL PATTERNS IN THE
SYSTEM’S DESIGN
Architectural patterns are proven pertinent for enabling
reusability and documentation of recurring solutions for design
problems. However, the definition of patterns usually assumes
a textual form and does not integrate well into modern

Fig. 1. Overview of architectural pattern definition

Fig. 2. Meta patterns levels

Pattern meta-models in MP1 are created based on MP2 and
on existent patterns descriptions, with the necessary
adjustments regarding FO requirements. In order to fulfill these
requirements, the needed additional information is modeled
through attributes in the pattern. As part of the pattern (metamodel) in MP1, this information becomes formalized and can
be instantiated for specific problems/applications. Patterns are
implemented in turn in MP0 as model instances of these metamodels to meet the requisites of specific requirements in the
software architecture. The pattern elements in MP0 can directly
reference software components in the architecture, enabling a
tracing and coupling of the FO requirements with the
architecture. Fig. 3 shows a small excerpt of our meta-meta
model (MP2). A fail-operational design is composed by failoperational patterns, which contain pattern elements. These
pattern elements may contain, extend, or reference other
pattern elements. Moreover, they reference respective external
design artifacts in the software architecture. Patterns and
pattern elements contain attributes (or constraints), which
allow the pattern parameterization by defining its FO
properties. The information represented in these levels enables
the engineer to make use of arguments for safety, reliability
and/or adaptability in the form of stored knowledge. Moreover,
our approach enables tracing of information, requirements, and
mechanisms, helping to avoid design failures. MP1 and MP0
are described in the following sections in more details.

Fig. 3. Meta-meta-model for the realization fail-operational patterns (MP2)

B. Patterns Parameterization
As discussed previously, when realizing an architectural
pattern several parameters are required in order to fulfil the
pattern’s purpose. This information is not necessarily listed in
the pattern’s description. In SCNES several safety-related and
FO requirements must be parameterized [10]. For example, the
maximum time interval in which a standby version has to take
over carrying out the functionality in case of a failure
(switchover time), the number of redundant versions, if they
are hot-, warm- or cold-standby, which failures should trigger
the degradation of a given system, together with several other
properties regarding fail-operational requirements. In our
approach, patterns are captured using the following structure
(based on [11] and [2]): Name, Purpose, Description –
including FO requirements, Context, Problem, Preconditions,
Solution,
Structure,
Implication,
Implementation,
Consequences, Constraints, Discussion, and Related Patterns.
Two exemplary patterns (one with respect to redundancy
and the other one regarding graceful degradation) and their
fail-operational requirements have been investigated in order to
evaluate the approach and are presented in the following
sections. Safety, FO and adaptation related requirements are
discussed in more detail for pattern-realization scenarios
modeled at MP1 level. Necessary modifications were identified
during the formalization process in order to express FO and
adaptive aspects for designing SCNES and, therefore,
adjustments have been introduced to the patterns.
C. Redundancy
Redundancy is a well-known concept for providing system
availability. It allows backup elements to take control when
main components malfunction. Furthermore, it is a commonly
applied solution for FO scenarios like control applications of
SCNES. For guaranteeing a reliable SCNES, besides software
redundancy (with equal or different versions), the need of
different redundant hardware resources and a counterbalanced
optimization of resource usage must be taken into account.
1) Modeling Redundancy: As discussed in Section II,
there are different patterns for enabling redundancy in the
system. They contain either heterogeneous or homogeneous
versions of the redundant function in order to tolerate
common-cause and/or different failures. In current SCNES the
redundant versions must not always be an independent
functional equivalent software module implemented based on
the same initial specification. For instance, in current driver
assistance systems, where cars are not fully self-driving and
the driver is still always available, an identical copy of the
original software system is sufficient to implement standby
techniques. Or even a simplified redundant version of the
software function might be enough as proposed in [6]. In case
a failure occurs, the vehicle could shut down the
misfunctioning software and notify the driver. Moreover, the
implementation and validation of SCNES according to safety
standards such as the ISO 26262 [12] should prevent critical
software bugs. In this scenario, not only heterogeneous
redundancy (diverse implementation), but also homogeneous
redundancy (equal implementation) patterns could be applied.

Furthermore, the number of versions or copies can vary
according to the required safety and reliability levels, instead of
being fixed to 3 copies (TMR). Additionally, the different
versions can be active or passive as in the AARP and APRP,
implementing hot-, warm- and cold-standby. This can be
influenced, for instance, by the maximum allowed switchover
time. In this way, the available individual redundancy patterns
might not be the best choice for designing SCNES. Hence,
when realizing the redundancy pattern according to our
approach, the different configurations discussed above are
considered, together with the necessary FO requirements. The
adaptive fail-operational redundancy pattern (AFOR) supports
both homogeneous and heterogeneous copies. Besides, the
number of versions is flexible and each version can be either
active or passive, according to the system’s individual failoperational requirements.
2) Realization of the Adaptive Fail-operational
Redundancy pattern: As an example of the proposed
approach, the AFOR pattern has been realized via meta-model
extension. For this, a meta-model for the AFOR has been
created in MP1, as shown in Fig. 4. Based on the aspects
discussed above, AFOR is composed of N redundant versions
and a voter. Versions denote the correspondent software
component (SWC) in the software architecture via external
references. Versions can be homogeneous or heterogeneous
and are enhanced with a StandbyClassification, which
can adopt the values hot-, warm- or cold-standby. For
homogeneous redundancy, versions refer to the same SWC,
while for heterogeneous redundancy, each version refers to its
individual
corresponding
SWC.
Regarding
timing
requirements with respect to failure recovery time, the AFOR
pattern is enhanced with a maxTakeOverTime, meaning that
the takeover process by a redundant version must happen
within a given time interval. This value is obtained during
safety analysis and can be validated using different timing
analysis techniques, e.g. schedulability or worst-caseexecution time analysis.
D. Graceful Degradation
In SCNES, many functions cannot simply be shut down in
case a failure occurs. For these systems, fault-tolerant design is
required. One possibility for achieving fault-tolerance is the
use of graceful degradation strategies, which allows the system
to smoothly change into a decremented state. As an example
we take a car with two-driving modes: Comfort and Sport.

Fig. 4. Meta-model for the adaptive fail-operational redundancy (AFOR)
pattern (MP1) [10]

These different modes affect, for instance, the throttle
response. The same automobile is equipped with run-flat tires,
which enable the vehicle to be driven even after a blowout, but
with a limited speed (e.g., 80Km/h). In the situation where the
Sport Driving Mode is on and a blowout occurs while driving,
the system’s state must switch gracefully to the Comfort
Driving Mode, notify the user, and block the Sport Driving
Mode to be switched on again until the flat-tire is repaired.
1) Modeling Graceful Degradation: We assume that
graceful degradation is represented as in [9], where a
degradation step is a state decrement. As discussed in Section
II, graceful degradation patterns describe the solution to
situations where a given component of the system
malfunctions and cannot be further executed/used within the
system. Hence, they specify the different state decrements
allowed within the system. They also describe which events or
failures trigger the switch from current to the next state.
However, when applying a graceful degradation pattern to
SCNES, additional properties must be considered in order to
fulfill FO requirements. First, the Fault Tolerant Time Interval
(FTTI) within which degradation has to occur must be
specified. Moreover, it is necessary to determine which actions
must be taken in order to transit from one state to another. In
the automotive domain, for instance, the driver must be
notified in case a given function has been deactivated. In the
previous example, the Sport Driving Mode must be
deactivated, the driver must be notified, and all functions
related to the Comfort (Driving) Mode must be turned on, e.g.,
the DSC (Dynamic Stability Control), and so on. Based on our
approach, when realizing a graceful degradation pattern for
SCNES, the properties related to the degradation itself are
modeled together with the necessary FO requirements.
Therefore, the fail-operational graceful degradation pattern
(FOGD) is inspired by the State Decrement Pattern with
additional support for FO requirements of SCNES.
2) Realization of the Fail-operational Graceful
Degradation pattern: The FOGD pattern is realized via metamodel extension in MP1 constituting a second example of our
approach (Fig. 5). FOGD is composed by system state
decrements and a handler. The handler is responsible for
monitoring the system and transiting from the current state to
another viable state due to occurred events.

Fig. 5. Meta-model for the fail-operational graceful degradation (FOGD)
pattern (MP1)

The FFTI within which the state decrement must occur is
defined for each event. Moreover, a state requires actions in
order to be put in operation. State entry and exit conditions are
executed before transitions between states occur. Actions can
be, for example, the re-wiring of input data, a notification in
case of failure, or the shutdown of a given system. A state shall
list the software components available and being executed at
this state. The handler must specify handover mechanisms,
which define how the actions are executed and which state is
adopted next. The definition of state details and of the
handler’s behavior is beyond the scope of this paper.
IV. CASE-STUDY EVALUATION
In order to qualitatively evaluate our approach and show its
applicability and advantages, the two patterns detailed in
Section III are applied to representative case-studies from the
automotive domain. To complete the evaluation, a prototype
wizard for automotive systems has been implemented as
Eclipse plugin. It supports the conversion of modeled
information into artifacts which can either enrich existent
software architectures or implement the modeled pattern. The
generator creates software component instances based on a
given pattern, according to the automotive standard
AUTOSAR [13]. The transformation from the pattern model to
the generator model supports interactions with the engineer in
order to incorporate all information modeled in the pattern in a
semi-automated way.
A. Redundancy for Brake-By-Wire
This section presents a simplified model of a real car’s
Brake-By-Wire system (BBW) [14], which controls the brakes
by
electronic
means
and
is
composed
of
BrakeTorqueCalculator, BrakeController and two ABS (Antilock Brake-Systems) components. Fig. 6 (left side) shows the
BBW software architecture modeled in EAST-ADL Functional

Design Architecture [15]. Only the most relevant components
and ports are shown for readability reasons. Because of the
different possible hazardous events involved with the BBW, its
safety classification is the highest of automotive systems with
ASIL D [12]. On account of the high risks imposed by a failure
on the BBW, a redundancy strategy is necessary. In this case
study we focus on the redundancy of the ABS by applying
homogeneous redundancy. The system requires that
malfunctions in the ABS are detected within 10 milliseconds,
and a deactivation of the function follows within 20
milliseconds. The FTTI is 50 milliseconds. Because of this
low-latency timing requirements a hot standby redundancy is
necessary, since the time required for recovering from a failure
in any other scenario would lead to higher delays which would
violate this requirement.
Our approach is applied to fulfill a specific selection of the
fault-tolerant and safety requirements of the system. Hence, the
meta-model in MP1 (Fig. 4) is instantiated for each of the ABS
components in MP0. The configuration of the resulting patterninstance for the ABS1 component of the BBW architecture is
depicted in the excerpt on the right side of Fig. 6. As shown in
this excerpt, the AFOR instance contains two hot-standby
versions of ABS1 and a voter, according to the previously
specified requirements. Each version refers to the individual
redundant component in the software architecture, as
represented by the arrow from the External Reference of the
Version HOTSTANDBY to the ABS_1 SWC in Fig. 6. Since
homogeneous redundancy is applied, both hot-standby versions
refer to the same component ABS1 in the software
architecture.
The information stored in the AFOR pattern for the BBW is
used to generate the software architecture assisted by the
wizard. The generated AUTOSAR architecture is shown in
Fig. 7 and contains the modeled versions, as well as the voter.

Fig. 6. High-level software architecture of the Brake-By-Wire System (left) and Realization of the AFOR pattern for ABS1 (MP0) (excerpt)

The FOGD pattern has been applied to design the graceful
degradation scenario and fulfill its FO requirements. The
procedures for applying FOGD to this scenario follows the
same steps described above for AFOR and are omitted for the
sake of brevity. Two states have been instantiated: the fullfeatured state provides all SWC and the degraded state includes
only the DCC. The degraded state has the following entry
actions: Deactivate user switch of ACC; Activate user switch
for DCC; Deactivate input targetSpeed of ACC; Replace input
targetSpeed from DCC – input comes from user and not from
ACC. And the previous state has the following exit actions:
Remove ACC from schedule list; Error notifications.
Fig. 7. Generated AUTOSAR Model for the redundancy of the ABS1

Since in this case-study both ABS1 and ABS2 are
redundant, the same process has been applied to ABS2, with
the pattern being instantiated and the versions referencing the
ABS2 component in the software architecture. By applying our
approach and realizing the AFOR pattern, the information
regarding FO and adaptive aspects is clearly modeled allowing
for traceability. Previously this was a manual step for engineers
and therefore, it was, beneath the extra modeling effort, prone
to human error.
B. A Graceful Degradation Scenario for the Speed Control
System
This section introduces the application of the FOGD pattern
to an automotive scenario with an automatic speed control
system. The high-level architecture for this scenario, with the
most relevant components and ports, is presented in Fig. 8. The
speed control system contains the Dynamic Cruise Control
(DCC) and the Active Cruise Control (ACC) [16]. The DCC
automatically controls a vehicle’s throttle and brakes in order
to maintain a constant speed determined by the driver. The
ACC, on the other hand, controls the throttle and the brakes in
order to maintain a steady speed while keeping a safe distance
from vehicles ahead. For this, the ACC depends on radar input.
The speed control system should degrade gracefully in the
case of a failure – either of the radar system or of the ACC
itself. Therefore, the full-featured state of this function includes
a working radar and ACC system, which safely adjusts the
vehicle’s speed. In this scenario, if a failure of the radar system
occurs, the degradation of the system proceeds as follows: the
ACC is shut down, the driver is notified, and the system falls
back into a simple DCC mode. The DCC function adopts a
reset state and the driver has to confirm the reactivation of the
DCC, while the set speed is already provided.

Fig. 8. High-level software architecture for a degradable speed control
system

On the basis of this parameterized pattern, the wizard
generates the correspondent AUTOSAR software architecture
for each Degradation State with their corresponding SWCs
(indicated as external references in the pattern model), as well
as the events which trigger state changes. Further investigation
is needed on how to generate automatically the transitions
between states. One promising approach is to use the already
existing mode-management of AUTOSAR. Generation of
handlers and actions are being investigated to allow the
integration at the OS and scheduler levels.
C. Discussions
Evaluation and analysis of classic architectural design can
be performed based on metrics such as coupling and cohesion
or by using, for instance, scenarios, simulation, mathematical
modeling, experience-based reasoning, empiricism. [17] This is
a hard aspect for software methods in general. However, the
aggregation of safety, adaptive and FO requirements in
architectural designs takes such metrics out of focus and
demands a trade-off between metrics and requirements. Our
approach proposes the enhancement of software architectures
by modeling patterns at the architecture level, aiming at
consolidating proven in using concepts (such as TMR and
degradation) within patterns and supporting engineers in
developing the systems. By modeling the FO behavior
orthogonal to the architecture, its impact on these metrics
should be minimal. Within the scope of this work, the
generated fail-operational software architecture solely focuses
on the design level. Unfortunately, an extensive industrial
evaluation has been unfeasible due to costs and effort
necessary to integrate a whole platform. Thus, an evaluation on
development costs without a hardware architecture and
operation system would have no value in this stage. Future
work is considered in exploiting our approach with respect to
cost optimization.
With present state-of-the-art, the modeling of FO and
adaptive concerns in the software architecture is realized based
on the engineer’s individual experience and expert knowledge
on how the system should and could be modeled. Most existent
architectural patterns do not reflect the non-functional aspects
of novel architectures, as required by SCNES, and contemplate
mostly the structural modeling. Moreover, design patterns as
textual descriptions and patterns catalogues do not assist the
realization of these patterns during the design. The
employment of parameterized patterns on meta-model level
enables reuse and adoption for different applications.

Furthermore, the integration of FO and adaptive patterns to
the modeling process improves the design by structurally
guiding the engineer and by allowing the automatic generation
of artifacts. The patterns can be used by engineers and tools to
explicitly model aspects focusing on concerns related to
adaptation and FO concepts. Moreover, the approach integrates
well into modern model-driven development methods and
allows machine readable specifications to be used for further
analysis or engineering steps. Thereby, FO patterns as modelinstances become valuable assets in the model-based
development process of SCNES, since they enrich the
architecture, are machine readable, enable the automatic
generation of more detailed software architectures, as well as
they allow traceability from requirements. Finally, by keeping
non-functional concerns orthogonal to the software architecture
our approach supports different levels of abstraction.
To conceive our approach, different architectural patterns
have been investigated regarding safety, reliability and
adaptability requirements of SCNES. While formalizing these
patterns, adjustments are required in order to enhance the
patterns to support the design of FO systems. AFOR and
FOGD are exemplary patterns and a proof of concept for our
approach, which also comprises other patterns modelled based
on FO requirements. The discussion and realization of other
patterns, e.g. Diversity Pattern, monitoring and detection
patterns such as Watchdog and Heartbeat, were not included in
this paper for the sake of brevity. How to capture FO
parameters for patterns and model error recovery is currently
under investigation, as are patterns reflecting hardware aspects
of FO systems (e.g. Independence, Hardware-Diversity).
It is important to remark that our approach still needs the
support of expert engineers for providing and analyzing the
requirements and strategies modeled in the patterns realization.
For instance, timing experts have to fix the timing parameters
of the patterns. Moreover, the software architecture and the FO
requirements modeled via our approach still need to be
validated, just as with any other design approach. However,
generating architectures with FO behavior should require less
effort because of the automatic utilization of the FO and
adaptive patterns and the therein captured expert knowledge.
Finally, the adaptation behavior is currently not explicitly
modeled in the patterns. Promising solutions are Activity
Diagrams, State Machines, Sequence Diagrams, among others,
which can be integrated in our approach to model the behavior
of the architectural patterns.
V. RELATED-WORK
In literature, several authors propose pattern catalogues [2]
[3] [11] [18], which partially consider safety and adaptationoriented concepts. Unlike these works, we do not attempt to
provide another patterns catalogue; rather our approach takes
advantage of patterns and integrates these into the development
process of SCNES. Previous work presented new safety [2]
and adaptation-related patterns [3] [9], as well as modifications
of existent patterns considering safety [7] or adaptability
aspects [19]. In [2], a catalogue with hardware and software
safety-patterns is introduced. The work also supports the
decision to select a suitable pattern to solve a particular
problem. Other attempts model adaptability through design and

architectural patterns: design patterns which capture
adaptability concepts and facilitate the reuse of adaptation
expertise [3]. The patterns presented in [3] are classified as
monitoring, decision-making, and reconfiguration patterns.
Monitoring patterns aim at observing system and
environmental conditions to identify when reconfiguration
should be applied. The decision-making patterns and the
reconfiguration patterns attempt to support the design of the
decision process and of the adaptive system’s behavior,
respectively. Unlike our approach, the patterns from [3] are not
parameterized to meet FO requirements of SCNES.
An adaptive variant of the n-version pattern [4] is presented
in [19], which propose the use of weight factors for versions.
These allow modeling and managing different quality levels of
versions, instead of considering identical version reliability.
Software reconfiguration patterns to support dynamic software
reconfiguration in product lines are presented in [18]. Although
the patterns are proposed for self-adaptive component-based
software architectures and support transitioning between
system states, they only focus on software evolution, e.g.
architectural updates, and are not suitable for FO systems.
Moreover, the software reconfiguration patterns are behaviororiented, while our approach focuses more on the structural
design and on the fail-operational nature of SCNES. However,
our approach could benefit from the concepts and patterns
presented in [18] when the software architecture is enriched
with the corresponding reconfiguration behavior. According to
our approach, the patterns and catalogues discussed in the
previous paragraphs can be parameterized and formalized in
order to support the engineer during the design by allowing the
explicit modeling of individual pattern concepts.
In [21], the authors propose an approach and framework,
which supports the definition of patterns via UML Profiles.
Their approach is equivalent to our MP2 level, which supports
the definition of patterns. However, it would have to be
extended in order to contemplate safety, fail-operational, and
adaptive concerns, since it reflects only composition,
compositional relations, and stereotype applications. Moreover,
despite the fact that our approach considers fail-operational and
adaptive concerns in the modeling, it also has the advantage of
representing these concepts independently. The project
KARYON [22] addresses the importance of defining abstract
architectural patterns and of determining well-defined
abstraction levels in the design and development processes.
The authors propose an architectural solution which aims to
support the hybrid nature of safety-related cooperative systems.
Unlike our approach, the KARYON architectural solution
focuses on the development of multiple levels of services,
supporting the modeling of components with heterogeneous
properties concerning reliability and timeliness. Their solution
considers adaptation at the level of a service to meet safety
requirements, defining a pattern where adaptation is managed
by a safety-kernel. In this way, our approach for realizing
architectural patterns which support the design of failoperational and adaptive systems could be integrated with the
KARYON architectural solution.
In the automotive domain, the standardization of practices
through the ISO 26262 safety standard has being changing the
way how safety-critical automotive systems are designed and

developed. The approach presented in [23] deals with the
automatic realization of software safety requirements based on
the ISO26262, allowing these requirements to be implemented
automatically, mostly in the form of software safety
mechanisms. However, it does not consider the system’s
software architecture. In this way, our approach could leverage
the results presented by [23], in order to orchestrate the
realization of requirements exploiting our approach for
realization of architectural patterns.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

VI. CONCLUSION
To incorporate redundancy or degradation in one function
of a system might be a simple task. However, to deal with FO
behavior, safety and reliability requirements, hardware cost
optimization, etc. when designing and integrating several
distributed functionalities within a system is a comprehensive
task that requires safety expertise from engineers. Supporting
the engineers eases the cumbersome and error-prone manual
task of fulfilling these requirements. We have shown that FO
and adaptive patterns employed as model-instances are
valuable assets in the development process of SCNES. They
enrich the architecture, are machine readable and allow
automatic generation approaches. Our approach cannot only
provide proven in use building blocks (through patterns), but
also improves traceability towards requirements and reduces
development efforts, e.g. while structuring the safety
argumentation (ISO Safety Case). Finally, our approach can
profit from other existent approaches and provides a vital
element to systems engineering. It makes the connection from
the higher level requirements and safety goals (ISO or IEC) to
their lower level realization.
The selection of patterns presented in this paper can be
extended to support different levels of abstraction and also take
into account allocation, hardware resources, and dynamic
aspects. In future, we want to further investigate the
propagation of information stored in the patterns fully
automatically to later stages of the development, e.g. at
runtime. Moreover, the support for the adaptation behavior at
runtime is being investigated.
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